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Environmental Policy Division 2203-1 Tomitaka Ooaza Hyuga City

4 Basic Rules
1. Separate trash according to type.
2. Take trash out only on desingnated days in the morning (by 8:40 AM).

(Note that every district has its own schedule)
3. Always place trash in the nearest designated area.
4. Organize trash neatly so it won't scatter.

(due to crows, stray cats, and strong winds)

Things Not Collected by the City
Large amounts of trash and large objects
◎The maximum amount of trash that you can bring at one time to a Clean Station 

(where you dump your trash ) is 30 kilograms (about 4 bags). 
If you have a large amount of trash due to moving or plant pruning,
please take it to your nearest Disposal Center (see page 16 ).

◎Please use clear 15 to 45 liter trash bags that are no thinner than 0.025 mm
(available at most drug stores and supermarkets). 
Please bring larger items that will not fit into these bags (typically items over 80 cm) 
to your nearest Disposal Center (Cleaning Center or Recycle Center).

Carelessly throwing away trash and publicly burning trash are both 
forbidden under the Waste Management and Public Cleansing Act. 
Failure to comply will result in severe penalties.

Disposable things have made our lives very convenient, but if we don't dispose of our trash 
properly, it gradually builds up. This trash also contains many valuable resources that we can 
use, so when we collect it we try to dispose of it in a way that helps reduce waste and increase 
available resources that we can use. In order to recycle everything properly, we need your 
cooperation for proper trash separation. There are a lot of rules for trash separation and 
disposal, which can be pretty confusing. 
If you are ever unclear about the rules, feel free to ask us! 

Trash disposal application

Hyuga city 

Trash disposal application

Hyuga city 

Download Free !Download Free !

Download from the QR codes. OR

AndroidiPhone  iPad

download from the App Store or Google play.

Please try it !Please try it !
※ QR Code is a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE Incorporated.

Simple trash disposal calender,  reminders, 

and updates to the schedule. 


